Greetings to all of our Satanic Family and Comrades.

Guess what is 2018 for Satanists? A year of victories and war for us, but also tireless work to advance. It's always beautiful to look back and see how long of a way we have come, and indeed how long of a way each of you has advanced. Next year you will be looking back to this year we are about to cross, and you will be higher up in the ladder of advancement. This is a goal one must strive towards.

Those who are serious always get rewarded by Santa- well, Satan. This is the most rewarding thing to work for some aim that you know is great and liberating for yourself and the world. It's good that everyone, unlike many people who play pretend, puts some resolutions about this next year. There is a wonderful calendar created to help you out. Put some goals/workings in there, they don't have to be many, just make the decision.

If these are aligned with Satan's purposes, are achievable by you/others involved, you will receive assistance - goals such as enlightening humanity, spreading the Truth, and goals which are based on a realistic manner- Satan will guide through his own means. Fake goals such as "give me 50 billion by next Sunday daddy Satan to supposedly promote you" (and buy some thousands of hookers and 10 mansions in the process cause this is about promoting you after all) do not count as viable goals.

With the above being stated I don't rule out anything of being possible, well, who knows, maybe not even the thing above. There are people who have extreme potential around here. This is what you will know, either by knowing what you can do, or finding out in the process of doing. In both cases you will have things achieved and massive self-learning experience gained. The worst thing you can do to yourself is to stay idle. We cannot afford to stay idle. Life doesn't stay idle.

I have done way too many of astrological orders for our people until now to have a comprehensive understanding from such a perspective. For the reason of such taking time, on top of being very busy, I need to take my time to fulfill this divine duty. This showed me many things and Satan's providence in the lives of people, which many times people can't see on their own. After this period of too many responsibilities is concluded, I have ready the blueprints of three new readings,
two of which are up, but not open yet, and one long awaited reading which I am keeping as, well, kind of a surprise I guess?

I wouldn't talk of this earlier, but I have closed a year of working personally in that regard of providing counsel and astrological assistance to people in the many hundreds. However this has given me some insight with Satan and Azazel's help to see and understand, by working with each person in a personal manner, that all of you have potential. In none of these orders I have seen, I have never seen charts that are 'beyond repair' or people who are "completely destroyed with no way out". The striking majority of charts also has something spiritual in the chart which can help you advance spiritually.

Others are also materially talented which is excellent if they want to do anything. First things first these forces can go either way in your life, or in our common collective here. The point is to not waste them, benefiting literally nobody. In other words, all of you are blessed in some way and this largely depends upon your own spiritual work to further this. How this will be brought into fruition in the outside world is up to you.

To make a long story short, if you can improve, seek to improve. Many people did open their so-called celebrations in the eve of '2018' and kept saying statements about how they will change this and change that, only pretending. You on the other hand can make actual, large changes by changing yourself from the inside.

The Joy of Satan will also undergo online expansion and empowerment in the next year, which has already began. Some of these things you will immediately see as they are almost half-ready. Others just need testing to be launched. The only thing the enemy achieves by their attacks and furthering their arrogance is to strengthen our resolve.

With all the above being stated, let's wish to everyone a Happy New Year, but make sure to fill this year with resolutions that will become empowering and transformative.

Happy New Year!
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